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Preface 
The present work is a data-oriented paper.· It makes available 
some of the basic information which I collected in the Czech Social-
ist Republic and the Slovak Socialist Republic during the summer of 
1969. I was fortunate in having, while there, the invaluable as-
sistance of a number of CZech and Slovak scholars and, back in 
this country, the helpful suggestions of my American colleagues as 
I was readying the results for publication. 
This report, the first of several which will proceed from the 
original field work, briefly surveys the major studies dealing with 
the Czech and/or Slovak national character (Section 1), provides a 
discussion of the instrument employed (Section 2), and presents an 
analysis of the basic data obtained in the field (Section 3). 
It is my intention to follow up this paper with further studies. 
In particular, I would like to attempt to interpret the data in the 
light of earlier works on the subject and some additional materials 
(mentioned in Section 3.7) which have been traditionally used in 
this type of analysis. I hope that the final result of these ef-
forts will be a better understanding of the national character and 
value orientations of my former countrymen. 
Finally, I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the constant and 
effective help from my wife which I received in all stages of pre-
paring this report. 
I 

1.1. Even as early as some of the writings of the ancient Greeks 
there is the implicit assumption that the body of personality charac-
teristics shared by the members of any culturally distinct population 
is large enough to permit or even to justify generalizations. During 
the past four decades, this notion has been rather systematically ex-
plored by psychologically oriented anthropologists and scholars in 
related fields who have been concerned with "basic personality,l1 "eth-
nic personality," "modal personality," "social personality," "cultural 
character," "social character," or "national character. ,,1 Most of 
these national character and culture-and-personality studies have 
been predicated on the assumption that culture-specific childhood ex-
periences exert a profound and lasting effect upon an individual's 
personali ty, and the proponents of these studies have gone about 
gathering their evidence accordingly. 
Another approach, designed to discover some of the major prem-
ises that more or less implicitly guide and regulate the conduct of 
the members of any culturally distinct population, is exemplified in 
studies dealing with "cultural value systems," "value orientations," 
2 '~eltanschauung," or t~orld view." 
While these two approaches, each with its own particular empha-
sis, employ somewhat different methods to achieve their stated goals, 
they nevertheless may be seen as jointly constituting a bridge between 
the traditional taxonomic and particularistic anthropological analysis 
on the one hand, and the cognitive formulations of the last decade on 
the other. In common with the latter, they eschew preoccupation with 
aspects of material culture and share a strong commitment to identify-
3 
ing the principles which underlie ' the day-to-day choices that have 
to be made by the members of any society. 
The construction of cultural value systems customarily involves 
two steps. The first consists of establishing a generous roster of 
culture-specific values (or disvalues), drawn--particularly for lit-
erate societies--from a variety of sources. The second step is an 
attempt to derive from these individual values a more limited nUmber 
of postulates, or broadly generalized propositions, and to hyposta-
tize these postulates in terms of associated corollaries. 3 The 
present work makes a contribution to the first step. 
1.2. Before 19l8--except for the period of the Great Moravian 
Empire, from about A.D. 840 until the first decade of the tenth cen-
tury, when the Magyars invaded from the southeast--the closely re-
lated Czech and Slovak peoples, although neighbors, went their sepa-
rate ways. The socioeconomic and cultural differences between them, 
deriving from a full millennium of separation, came into focus after 
1918 when the Czechs and Slovaks became the two principal ethnic com-
ponents of the newly created Czechoslovak Republic. These differences, 
despite some past attempts to gloss them over, have persisted to the 
present day, their last expression being the federalization of the 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic into the Czech Socialist Republic and 
the ,Slovak Socialist Republic in 1969. Thus it is clearly indicated 
that any study of the world view of the Slavic population of CZecho-
slovakia should proceed from the assumption that value orientations 
of the Czechs and Slovaks are different. 
Before discussing the results of my own explorations in the 
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field, a brief overview of the most important contributions toward an 
understanding of the Czech and Slovak national characters may be of 
interest. 
In modern times, the rise of an intense interest in the history, 
literature, language, and character of the Czechs and Slovaks dates 
back to the early phase of the National Revival, around 1800. During 
the first half of the nineteenth century, Jan Kollar published his 
idealized characterization of the Sl avs, basing it principally on his 
fellow Slovaks. T. G. Masaryk (1895) warned against the tendency to 
generalize and idealize in national character studies and contributed 
some interesting comparative observations on the Czechs and Germans. 
Basing his analysis primarily on Josef Hole~ek's voluminous 
novelistic chronicle of the Bohemian South, Na~i, Josef Karasek (1907) 
characterized the psychology of the Czech people, in swmnary, as fol-
lows: " ••• trustful like children, politically immature, lacking in 
social graces ••• little understanding what discipline is all about ••• 
brooding, carping, hardheaded, easily becoming enthusiastic about 
something but not always ready to follow up--in other words, lacking 
toughness and persistence ••• good and compassionate when not pigheaded ••• 
given to resignation in adversity ••• " (1907:49-51). 
During the early part of this century, Czech national character 
(nu-ocm.{ povaha> received repeated attention from the Czech sociolo-
gist E)nanuel Chalupny, whose final and most cOlllprehensive treatment 
of the subject appeared in 1935. I Chalupny based his analy.is on the 
Czech language, its stress pattern in particular, and affir1led a pro-
pensity for anticipation to be the fundamental feature of the Czech 
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national character. According to him, the Czechs typically expend 
a great deal of energy during the initial phases of an undertaking, 
after which slackness sets in, yielding imperfect or at best uneven 
results. The Slovak national character, Chalupny maintained, does 
not constitute a separate psychosocial complex, being bUt a regional 
variant of the type represented by the Czech national character. Ac-
cording to the author, the virtual identity of the two quite logical-
ly follows from the fact that Czech and Slovak share the same funda-
mental linguistic structure (stress pattern in particular [1935: 2l0J ). 
Chalupny's contention that "language acts as a microscope by 
magnifying certain distinctive features of national char~cter"4 is 
an intriguing notion which .. -had it been known in this country some 
twenty years ago--rnight have caught the interest of Whorf' s followers. 
But today, Chalupny's sweeping thesis is impossible to accept: it 
offers so much that it contributes nothing. 
A beginning toward a perceptive characterology of modern Czechs 
was made by the Czech publicist Ferdinand Peroutka (1924 and 1934). 
His book for the most part is a series of "polemics with several 
favorite notions concerning the Czech national character; [thUS] it 
tends to show what we are not like. To show what we are really like 
should be the task of a future work" (1934: from the concluding state-
S 
ment) • In Peroutka's opinion, the Czech national character is much 
more like the German than the Czechs themselves are ready to admit. 
He notes that the character of the "Central European citizenship has 
retained in its blood to this day @.tsJ quiet and moderate origin" 
(1934: 182) and that "our humanity [an~ our peaceableness stern from 
6 
love for small and simple things" (1934:204). 
Another serious analysis of the Czech character was attempted by 
Jir! Mahen (1924), a successful dramatist and newspaperman. The last 
chapter of his slender book provides a useful summary of his findings: 
If [Let us hope that] we have managed to identify certain characteristic 
features of the Czech temperament; these features, expressed in terms 
of both socially useful and socially useless or undesirable qualities, 
would roughly present the following portrait of a Czech: 
A. A Czech is a man of sound and careful intellect. 
He is capable of great ideas and has a sense for great 
things. 
He is capable of idealistic enthusiasm and fervor. 
Although slow, he is smart while keeping his 'balance.' 
He is active--let us rejoice in this fact. 
To a certain degree, he is capable of organiZing work. 
B. He has a wandering mind, does not persevere, and is given to 
exaggeration. 
He has in him relatively little courage and is not very 
revolutionary • 
His intelligence is very frequently hysterical. 
In the arts, he is not particularly expressive and finds 
it hard to concentrate. 
He dislikes ultimate questions. 
Ih religious matters, he is lukewarm and seriously in-
different. 
His social courage is not very deep. 
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He harbors a dark, destructive spirit. 
He is a Hamlet rather than a Don Quixote. 
He finds it difficult to overcome the centripetal forces 
in him. 
Rather than freeing himself through an internal struggle, 
he relies on his cleverness" (1924:129). 
The tragic end of Czechoslovak independence on the eve of World 
War II stimulated a learned essay on the Czech national character by 
the Czech art and literary critic Frantisek Kov~a (1939). Kov~a 
concentrated on two aspects of the historical posture of the Czechs--
sobriety and pathos. According to him, the Czechs are fundamentally 
a sober people; expressions of pathos with them are largely limited 
to artistic activity. And he further noted that "our [czech] charac-
ter changes as one proceeds eastward and ••• the relationship of sobrie-
ty to pathos, too, changes in this same direction [i.e., as one moves 
toward SlOVaki~" (1939: 15) • 
Attempts to characterize the Slovak people as a whole have been 
less numerous. In a book dedicated to the Czechs and written express-
ly to help them better understand their fellow citizens in the eastern 
part of the new republic, the Slovak Anton Kompc6ek (1921) singled 
out the following dominant characteristics of his people: dovishness, 
humbleness, modesty, industriousness, religiousness, distrustfulness, 
tendency toward discord, backwardness despite an unusual amount of 
innate endowment, and a tendency toward alcoholism. 
The most systematic attempt to assess the Slovak national charac-
I I I ter (narodna povaha) was . made by Anton J'Urovsq (1943), a Slovak 
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psychologist. His study appeared in Slovakia during World War II, 
under conditions anything but favorable to the publication of object-
ive analyses in general and national character studies in particular. 
After a brief historical survey of the field, J'Urovsk;/ defines 
"national character" as "that complex of spiritual traits to which 
every member of a national collectivity contributes and from which, 
in turn, he derives some of the specific features which characterize 
him and provide him with a higher sense of his existence" (1943:347). 
According to JurovsJcY, national character should be conceived of 
as a dynamic process and defined in terms of several sets of factors. 
Most important among the internal factors contributing to the national 
character of the Slovak people, in his opinion, is their innate men-
tal and temperamental endowment. He finds that the Slovaks possess 
adequate intellectual endowment and more than an average amount of 
sensitivity, expressiveness, excitability, sociability, Sincerity, 
and vitality. 
Jurovskf further maintains that the external factors to which 
the Slovaks were subject are responsible for their sagacity, industry, 
and unpretentiousness. As a result of trying social and economic cir-
cumstances, they balanced a sense of inferiority6 with a propensity 
for gallantry and developed a marked degree of pensiveness. Among 
, 
other traits, J'urovsky lists envy, deeply rooted religiousness, and 
faith in ultimate justice. A stormy political history brought forth 
among the Slovaks a sense of national consciousness and a capacity for 
resistance--and also an individualism bordering on egotism and oppor-
tunism. 
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Next Jurovs~ discusses the Slovak national character from the 
beginning of its formation during the final decades of the eighteenth 
century. Two aspects of this process are singled out as especially 
significant--the intimate ties that developed between Slovak national 
consciousness and religion, and the enduring emotional value that be-
came attached to the Slovak language as the unique mark of national 
identity. 
I find certain aspects of JurovsJc:!'s study well taken, in par-
ticular, his conception of national character as a dynamic system. 
But the profile of the Slovak national character which finally emerges 
leaves a great deal to be desired. At best, it might be termed "a 
compassionate portrait of the Slovak social personality in the light 
of the past." Since Jurovsk:f apparently did not draw on much empiri-
cal data, he seems to be projecting the history of the past two cen-
turies into the personality of the Slovak people to such an extent 
that one wonders if the same unsurprising and rather liberal charac .. 
terization might not have been arrived at by someone working in a 
well-supplied American library.? 
In the volume dealing with the Czech and Slovak folk cultures 
(Lidov'" kultura), published in 1968 in the new series of Ceskosloven-
sk~ vlastivEXla (Melicherc:!Jc [ed.] 1968), the subject of value orien-
8 tations and national character remains virtually untouched. In this 
case, however, one must allow for the possibility that the brittle 
political circumstances under which this outstanding volume was being 
prepared made a discussion of this topic undesirable. 9 
10 
.. - ._-- ... _-_.- ..•. ----- - - --- - - --- --------- _._- . . _._-
It seems that the time has come to undertake a fresh study which 
would contribute to the definition of Czech and Slovak value orienta-
tions, and my field research in Czechoslovakia during the sununer of 
1969 has been intended as a step toward this goal. Partial results 
of the field trip constitute Sections 2 and 3 of this report. Section 
2 deals with the questionnaire concerning the characteristics of the 
subjects (A) and with the instrument proper (B).lO Section 3 is de-
voted to the analysis of the data gathered in Questionnaires A and B. 
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2.A.l. The following is the full English text of Questionnaire A: 
1. Sex 2. Age ___ _ 3. Mother tongue 
-------
4. Place of birth according to size of community 
Dunder 2,000 o 2 ,000 to 99,999 
and according to region 
o Central Bohemian 
~outh Bohemian 
o West Bohemian 
~orth Bohemian 
o East Bohemian 
[]100,000 and above 
o South Moravian 
c=J North Moravian 
rr:Dwestern Slovakia 
o central Slovakia 
rr:lleastern Slovakia 
5. Place of present residence 
-----------------------
6. Educational background 
Dbasic o with Abi tur 
o further, without Abitur o college or university 
7. Present occupation (specifically) 
8. Occupation for which trained 
----------------------------------
9. Marital status 
o single o married 
o divorced o widowed 
10. Significant absences from horne 
length (in yrs.)_ studies location 
------------ ~-----------
length (in yrs.)_ abroad location 
------------- -------------
job location length (in yrs.)_ 
others (specify) location length (in yrs.) 
--
11. Number of siblings 
12. Spouse's mother tongue 13. Number of children 
---------------- ----
14. Father's mother tongue __________________ 15. Mother's mother tongue ___ 
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2.A.2. The following comments serve to elucidate Questionnaire A. 
No.2, the age of the subject, has been coded for the purposes of the 
analysis in terms of four age ranges--18 to 24, 25 to 39, 40 to 59, 
and sixty years and above--for which up-to-date statistical informa-
tion is available. Administration of the schedule was limited to sub-
jects eighteen years old or older under the assumption that value ori-
entations do not become fully established until an individual has 
reached the upper teens, when he is faced with a choice of a more or 
less permanent occupation or field of study and when his dependence 
upon his parents has become a matter of choice rather than necessity. 
Nos. 3, 12, 14, and 15 are designed to establish the nationality 
of the subject and that of his spouse and parents, all of whom are 
likely to affect most profoundly his personal value system. In a 
country such as Czechoslovakia, where ethnic minorities have always 
been sizable (Germans, Magyars, Poles, and Gypsies), shifting politi-
cal fortunes of the last fifty years have made mother tongue a more 
reliable criterion than nationality. 
In No.4, the six categories used by the Institute for Public 
J 
Opinion Research of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (Ustav pro 
I v, IV/[UVVM'ilV vyzkum verejneho mJ.nen~ ~ CSAV) for coding communities according 
to their size have been lumped into three, corresponding to rural 
setting (population under 2,000), small and medium towns (2,000 to 
99,999), and urban and metropolitan concentrations (100,000 and above). 
The categories for origin by region follow the administrative division 
of the country. At the beginning of 1969, when Czechoslovakia became 
federalized, the three administrative regions of Slovakia were abolished; 
13 
this is reflected in the phrasing of the questionnaire. 
I No. 6 likewise follows the polling practices of the UVVM (only 
about 0.6 percent of the adult population are estimated to have been 
without formal education by the end of 1968). 
I 
Following somewhat more loosely the practices of the UVVM, No. 7 
has been coded for the purposes of the analysis in terms of six cate-
gories: workers; those engaged in agriculture (members of agricul-
tural cooperatives [JZD] and a small number of independent farmers); 
other employees (among them, for example, shop assistants, teachers, 
foremen, and craftsmen); and all others, subsuming housewives, stu-
dents and apprentices, and pensioners. No.8 was included because 
the negative correlation between the nature of occupation and vo-
cational training appears to be very high in contemporary Czechoslo-
vakia. 
2.B.I. The following is the full English text of Questionnaire B: 
The purpose of this inquiry is to determine the ways in which . 
various individuals look at human nature, man's relationship to na-
ture, man's relationship to other men, his mode of relating to the 
world about him, his feelings about child rearing, and other such 
general concerns. Below and on the following pages you will find 
pairs of statements, separated by a five-step scale. The following 
instructions explain how to use these scales. 
If you feel that you agree completely with either the statement 
at the left or the statement at the right you should place your check 
mark as follows: 
14 
statement x statement 
or 
statement statement 
If you feel that, although you do not agree completely, you ~ 
more toward the statement at the left than toward the one at the 
right, or conversely, place your check mark as follows: 
statement x statement 
or x statement statement 
If you agree with neither statement, or if your feelings are ambiva-
~ and you are not sure which you lean toward, place your check 
mark in the middle space: 
statement x statement 
IMPORTANT: 
( 1) Place your check marks in the middle of spaces, not on the 
boundaries: 
statement 
: like t~isX 
-
not this 
: __ 'X __ statement 
(2) Be sure you check every scale for every pair of staternents--
do not omit any. 
(3) Never put more than one check mark on a single scale. 
Do not look back and forth through the items. Do not try to re-
member how you checked similar items earlier. Make a separate, care-
ful, and independent judgment 'for each item. And remember: always 
record your own personal choice and not that of your friends or that 
which others consider appropriate. 
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A. The best way to spend one's leisure 
time is to read a magazine or good 
book, or watch television. 
B. Very mild foods are the most de-
sirable sort. 
c. Questionnaires are generally a 
waste of time and reveal little 
more than what is already known. 
1. The ways of the past have proven 
good down through the years, and 
they give a feeling of permanence 
to human existence. 
2. Man has never been able to control 
Sample Questions 
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- -- ---
Questions 
· . . . 
· . . . 
--------
rain, wind, floods, and other ___ : ___ : __ : __ : __ 
things in nature and most likely he 
never will. one must learn to take 
whatever comes and do the best he 
can. 
3. What is important in life is to ac-
complish something--to work and see ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : __ _ 
the results of one's efforts. 
The best way to spend one's leisure time 
is to engage actively in some sport. 
Well-spiced, hotly seasoned foods are the 
most desirable sort. 
An effective way of finding out what a 
group of people really think is to ask a 
representative sample of them some well-
designed questions and hope they \oJill 
answer them with care and thought. 
We should always be looking for new and 
better ways of doing things and not be 
content with the ways that we have be-
come used to. 
Someday man will be able to control weath-
er and other things in nature. Once man 
has the means, he can be expected to over-
come such dangers as droughts and floods. 
It is better to have time for thinking 
and for enjoying life than always to be 
setting new goals for oneself. 
4. It is usually expected that each 
family (husband, wife, and children) 
Hi11 look after its own bUsiness and 
not be responsible to or for others 
outside the immediate family group. 
5. Children should not expect to be 
better off than their parents have 
been. They will do well if they 
learn to keep things going along 
in the same way as things have 
gone in the past. 
6. If a group is to send a represen-
tative to a meeting of same sort, 
the best way to select therepre-
sentative is for everyone to dis-
cuss the matter, suggest names 
from among them, vote on the names, 
and then send the person who re-
ceives the most votes. 
7. Rules for doing things are helpful. 
They make things go more smoothly 
and following them gives one a 
sense of direction and satisfaction. 
8. Even though there may be special 
circumstances requiring women to go 
to work to better the standard of 
family living, the proper place for 
a woman is in the home, bringing up 
children and maintaining an orderly 
household. 
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
----------
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- --
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
It is usually expected that a young cou-
ple will ask advice of any of their par-
ents who are still living before making 
really important decisions. 
Children should know the ways of the past 
that are still useful, but they must also 
learn new ways that will help them to get 
along in the world as it is today. 
If a group is to send a representative 
to a meeting, the choosing of the repre-
sentative should be done by the older, 
more experienced leaders of the group, 
who are best able to decide on the 
proper person to send. 
Rules are a barrier to being creative 
and expressing oneself. Thus they are 
likely to cause frustration rather than 
satisfaction. 
Except for special circumstances sur-
rounding the birth of a child, the 
woman's place in today's society is be-
side the man--in industry, business, 
agriculture, and the professions. 
r-' 
OJ 9. One of the duties of parents is to 
keep children within proper bounds; 
otherwise, children will be quick 
to take advantage of the situation 
and will soon do as they please. 
10. Nations, like people, can take the 
wrong course at times. At no time, 
however, should one withdraw his 
full support from his homeland. 
11. If one wants to do something about 
a situation which affects both him 
and his neighbors, it is best to 
get the support of the whole neigh-
borhood before doing anything. 
12. When children have no respect for 
the past and the ways of their el-
ders, things go wrong in the world. 
13. In growing crops, a farmer's best 
course is to make good use of local 
experience with weather and soil, 
and so work with nature to produce 
good crops. 
14. Cleanliness and neatness are cer-
tainly necessary if one expects to 
live "the good life." 
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
All children rebel at times against 
parental authority. One should not be-
come upset when such situations occur 
because this is the way young people 
gain their independence of spirit. 
One's first obligation is to humanity; 
his obligation to his own country comes 
second. 
Trying to bring about group action can 
take so much time and be so frustrating 
that one should always first try acting 
on his own. 
Children should be taught to look for new 
and better ways of doing things. They 
should not be content with the old ways. 
After putting in crops, a farmer should 
spend much time on their care and make 
use of all the scientific methods he can 
learn about. By so doing he can hope to 
offset the effects of poor conditions. 
Cleanliness and neatness have little or 
: : : : n'o connection with whether or not one is 




In bringing up children, it is nec-
essary to point out all of their 
shortcomings so that they can work 
to overcome them. Praise is like-
ly to make them so satisfied with 
themselves that they do not work 
to become better. 
An industrial undertaking will op-
erate well if it is run by a per-
son whose authority is based on 
long experience. 
When one is up against an unfa-
miliar problem, the best thing to 
do is to tackle it at once, and 
then change one's approach as one 
goes along if it seems advisable. 
18. Because modern life is so crowded 
with uncertainties, one should 
make every effort to live so as to 
enjoy every minute to the fullest. 
19. People everywhere are basically 
good, and once they are given de-
cent living conditions and decent 
education, it should be possible 
to have lasting peace and brother-
hood. 
· . . . 
· . . . 
-- --- --- -- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
-- --- -- -- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
-- -- --- -- --
· . . . 
· . . . 
-- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- -- --- ---
In bringing up children, the best way to 
help them to develop is to praise them 
whenever possible and criticize only when 
absolutely necessary. 
An industrial undertaking works well if 
all .those who have a stake in the under-
taking share equally in all important de-
cisions. 
When one is up against an unfamiliar prob-
lem, the wise thing to do is first to con-
sider the consequences for each of the 
methods which might be used for solving it. 
An individUal's continuing development as 
a person is what is most important. 
Therefore one should strive for personal 
growth even at the price of more immedi-
ate enjoyment. 
History shows that men cannot achieve 
lasting goodness and brotherhood. While 
some few individuals stand out because 
of their unselfishness, mankind as a 
whole is doomed to envy and violence. 
i'J 
o 
20. In a new situation, the first need 
is to discover the rules that ap-
ply so that one can follow them. 
21. Since the past is gone and the fu-
ture never certain, the best thing 
is to give all one's attention to 
the present. 
22. The universe is too complex to be 
fully understood. All man can do 
is accept whatever comes. 
23. Discipline is good, but it should 
be self-discipline and not come 
from an outside authority. 
24. Even though it may pay less, a 
good job is one that offers an in-
dividual the opportunity to become 
a well-rounded person. 
25. What really counts in life is love 
and the spiritual values. 
· . .. . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· .. .. . 
· .. .. .. 
--- ------ ------
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
--- --- --- --- ---
.. .. .. .. 
.. . .. .. 
--- --- --- --- ---
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
--- --- --- --- ---
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
-- --- --- - ---
In a new situation, one can be glad that 
he does not know the rules for the usual 
acceptable behavior and therefore is 
free to follow any course he thinks good. 
Although sometimes there are setbacks, 
changes generally work out for the bet-
ter. Therefore one should look ahead, 
work hard, and give up some things now 
so that the future can be better. 
The universe is basically orderly and is 
governed by natural laws. Man should 
try to discover these laws in order to 
work in partnership with nature. 
Discipline is good, and since most peo-
ple do not have enough self-discipline, 
discipline should be imposed by some 
acceptable authority. 
A good job is one which pays well' and 
also gives a person the opportunity to 
attract attention to his capabilities 
and to rapidly take on increasing re-
sponsibility. 
,In the end, what is really important is 
practical accomplishment, wise use of 
power, and the accumulation of enough 




26. Since one can always trust the 
values which have been tested in 
the past and handed down, one I s 
main aim should be to see to it 
that these values are preserved. 
27. One should not embarrass others by 
criticizing their ways, even in 
the spirit of being helpful; it is 
better to set them an example by 
one's own behavior. 
28. The best way to react in a crisis 
situation is to keep one's emo-
tions to oneself. 
29. Men are basically equal. Differ-
ences in social status are due 
primarily to differences in edu-
cation. 
30. If a young couple with several 
small children and no parents 
still living found themselves in 
a crisis situation, the best 
place for them to turn for help 
would be to brothers or sisters 
or other relatives of their 
generation. 
. . . .. 
.. .. .. .. 
-- --- --- --- ---
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
-- -- - --- --
.. .. .. . 
.. .. .. .. 
-----
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
-------
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
---------
Since the old ways were for another 
time, and many of the new ways have 
not yet proved themselves, the sensi-
ble thing is to follow whatever seems 
best now and let the future take care 
of itself. 
People in general are eager to do bet-
ter and are willing to accept well-mean-
ingcriticism or correction. 
In a crl.Sl.S situation, it is good to 
relieve one's feelings by giving ex-
pression to one's emotions--of excite-
ment, anger, etc. 
Differences in social status are due 
primarily to variations in inborn abili-
ties. 
The best place for a young couple with 
,several small children and no parents 
still living to turn for help in a 
crisis situation would be to their own 
close friends. 
f0 
f0 31. When one has a very special rea-
son to celebrate or to show 
generosity, he can be excused 
for spending more than he can 
afford. 
32. Sincerity is contagious; the best 
way to make good friends and get 
along with everyone is to be com-
pletely open and sincere. 
33. Belief in God and a firm commit-
ment to the teachings of one's 
church are no less important 
today than they were in the past. 
34. One has to accept the fact that the 
pressure of living is such that to 
relax and take things as they come 
puts a man at a disadvantage. 
.. .. . .. 
.. . .. . 
--- --- --- --- ---
.. . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
· . . . 
· . . . 
--- --- --- --- ---
No matter what the occasion, it is never 
good to go into debt by spending more 
than one can really afford. 
Men are basically envious and out for 
their own interests; to protect oneself, 
one should keep things to himself. 
In an advanced society with a scientific 
outlook on man and the universe, belief 
in God belongs to superstition. 
The best way to keep one's sanity is to 
cultivate a sense of humor and easygo-
ingness. 
.. _ ... _ .._-_ .. _. __ .... .... - - -_ .•.. --,-- - - - - ---------- - - --- ----- - . . _ .... _-- _. __ . 
2.B.2. The thirty-four pairs of statements comprising the 
schedule of Questionnaire B were designed to elicit measurable 
responses from the Czechs and the Slovaks concerning some of their 
value orientations. The potential battery of testing items neces-
sary to probe the ethos of a people in full would assume formidable 
proportions and greatly exceed the limited selection employed for 
this study. Furthermore, for cultures with long literary traditions, 
like those of the Czechs and Slovaks, complementary means of in-
vestigating value orientations are available, and these will be em-
ployed subsequently as a sequel to the questionnaire survey. This 
report is therefore to be viewed as an account of the results of an 
exploratory study, a virtue of which is the relatively large amount 
of easily analyzable fresh data obtained within a relatively short 
time that can serve as a means of identifying those specific areas 
in a system of cultural values which require further examination. 
In its construction, the instrument draws in part on earlier 
studies by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) and by Kluckhohn (1956), 
but departs from them in a number of significant aspects. Instead 
of the ternary matrix of the former or the binary scheme of the 
latter, it uses a five-step scale to set apart contrasting though 
not necessarily antithetical statements. This arrangement not only 
permits the subjects to discriminate between full agreement and 
predisposition toward a particular statement, but also to record 
ambivalence with respect to any particular pair of statements--a 
23 
circumstance that may arise when value systems are undergoing a rapid 
change or a critical test. 
The overall range of inquiry has been extended beyond the Kluck-
hohn-Strodtbeck repertory of five basic common human problems (orien-
tations concerning human nature, man vis-a-vis nature, time, activity, 
and man vis-~-vis other men), and the Kluckhohn repertory of three 
clusters of cultural value-emphases (those of man and nature, man and 
11 
man, and both nature and man). The statements of the schedule, 
couched in simple, direct language, have been formulated in such a 
manner as to minimize automatic or predictable ("right") assignments 
12 
of values along the scales. Even though the questionnaire was pre-
pared with a particular application in mind, most of the statements 
are equally employable in value-orientation studies of other socie-
t · t 13 les; some are no • 
Pairs of statements (henceforth referred to simply as "items") 
numbered 1, 5, 12, and 21 derive from the Kluckhohn-Strodtbeck range 
of variations in the time orientation (1961:13-5 and elsewhere) and 
are designed to elicit Czech and Slovak attitudes with respect to 
this range. 'fhe three pivotal points along this range are (a) orien ... 
tation toward the past, (b) orientation toward the present, and 
(c) orientation toward the future. 14 The contents of the items are 
as follows: Items 1 and 12--past as against futurc;15 Item 5--past 
as against present; and Item 21--present as against future. 
Items 2, 13, and 22 derive from the Kluckhohn-Strodtbeck range 
of variations in the man-nature orientation (1961:13 and elsewhere) 
24 
- ---_ ._-_ ... - _ .. ... ---_.-
and are designed to elicit Czech and Slovak attitudes with respect 
to this range. The three cardinal points along this range are (a) man 
accepting a subject-to-nature relationship, (b) man believing his best 
course to be working harmoniously with nature, and (c) man aspiring to 
control nature and believing that eventually he can. The contents of 
the items are as follows: Item 2--subject to nature as against mas-
tering nature; Item l3--in harmony with nature as against mastering 
nature; and Item 22--subject to nature as against in harmony with 
nature. 
Items 3, 18, and 24 derive from the Kluckhohn-Strodtbeck range of 
variations in the activity orientation (1961:15-7 and elsewhere) and 
are designed to elicit Czech and Slovak attitudes with respect to 
this range. The three critical points along this range are (a) orien-
tation toward being, (b) orientation toward being-in-becoming,16 and 
(c) orientation toward doing. The contents of the items are as f01-
lows: Item 3--doing as against being; Item 18--being as against be-
ing-in-becoming; and Item 24--being-in-becoming as against doing. 
Items 4, 6, 11, and 16 derive from the Kluckhohn-Strodtbeck 
range of variations in the relational orientation (1961:17-9 and 
elsewhere) and are designed to elicit Czech and Slovak attitudes 
with respect to this range. The three pivotal points along this 
range are (a) lineality, (b) collaterality, and (c) individualism. 17 
The contents of the items are as follows: Items 4 and 6--individual-
ism as against lineality (more specifically, the nature of relation-
al orientation in the context of a kin group [Item ~ or of an inter-
est group [Item ~); Item ll--collaterality as against individualism; 
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and Item 16--lineality as against collaterality. 
Items 7 and 20 pose a choice between an orderly approach and a 
spontaneous, creative approach to d6"ing things. 
Item 8 probes the attitude toward what is thought to be the prop-
er place for a woman in the society: at home caring for the children 
and running the household or at work beside the man. 
Item 9 seeks to establish whether in rearing children, value is 
placed on sustained parental authority or on the children's inde-
pendence of spirit. 
Item 10 poses a choice between a nationalistic outlook as against 
a supranational outlook when fundamental loyalties are put to test. 
Item 14 queries whether cleanliness is an intrinsic ethical value 
or an extrinsic one. 
Item 15 seeks to establish whether in rearing children, stress is 
placed on criticism rather than praise or on praise rather than criti-
cism. 
Item 17 poses a choice between a pragmatic (practical, mechanis-
tic) approach and a theoretical (mentalistic) approach to solving prob-
lems. 
Item 19 derives from the K1uckhohn-Strodtbeck range of variations 
in the human nature orientation (1961: 11 ... 2 and elsewhere) and is de-
signed to elicit Czech and Slovak attitudes with respect to this 
range. Here I have modified the three-point range with its further 
subdivisions to a binary choice between good and evil. 
Item 23 seeks to determine whether preference is given to dis-
cipline imposed from within or to acceptabie discipline imposed from 
26 
without. 
Item 25 contrasts an idealistic outlook on life with a material-
istic one. 
Item 26 seeks to determine whether ethical values are to be 
considered absolute or whether it is felt that the great changes oc-
curring in a modern society make so-called situational ethics the 
only practicable course. 
Item 27 probes the attitude toward well-meaning criticism: 
whether it is considered embarrassing (hurtful) or whether it is 
appreciated. 
Item 28 seeks to establish whether in a crisis situation prefer-
ence is given to the desirability of containing one's emotions or of 
expressing them. 
Item 29 attempts to elicit an explanation of differences in 
social status: whether they are to be ascribed to educational back-
ground or to innate capability. 
Item 30 seeks to determine whether in a crisis situation--when 
parents are no longer living--preference is for turning for help to 
relatives of the same generation rather than to close friends. 
Item 31 poses a choice between generosity as opposed to thrif-
tiness as a valued personality trait. 
Item 32 queries whether human nature is viewed with trust or 
with suspicion. 
Item 33 contrasts the traditional religious belief with a ma-
terialistic (scientific) outlook. 
27 
Item 34 is based on the tense-relaxed contrast of Kluckhohn 
(1956:124): it attempts to establish whether the tense life-style 
increasingly demanded in modern times 'must be accepted or whether 




Characteristics of Subjects Studied 
1. Sex 1.1. Male 
1.2. Female 
2. Age . - --12.-1. 18--24 
(in years)12.2. 25--39 
:2.3. 40--59 
2.4. 60 and above 
~-______ .. ____ ~():t9.~Y~ __ 
3. Mother ;3.1. Czech 
tongue 3.2. Slovak 
'3.3. other 
1---------'------- ----------.---- - --
4. Place of 4.1. 





2,000 to 99,999 
100,000 and above 
not given 
I-----.!n~j,. ty _ _ ___ ,._ . __________ __ __ 

























Sample Studied: Czech Sample Studied: Slovak 
Czechs Socialist Slovaks Socialist 
1-_~_...,-___ +_~ __ +-____ .,-___ +-!.!:R.:;eI2;;:..ub=l=_iS~~ ____ ,~_ Republic 
Number Per- Per- Number Per- Per- Number Per- Per-
of centage! centage 
Subjects 1 
192 47.64 47.8 
211 52.36 52.2 
92 22.83 16.4 
137 : 34.00 27.2 
130 32.26 33.6 
43 10.67 22.8 
1 ! 0.2? 164.8T68-~8 , 242 60.05 
157 38.96 29.4 31.2 
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1 I 2 I , 
3 I 4 I 
5 I 6 
I 7 8 I 9 or more (or not given) 
TABLE 2 
Sample Studied Czecho- Sample Studied: t Czech Sample Studied: I Slovak 
slovakia Czechs Socialist Slovaks Socialist 
~---.-- . I Republic Republic Number Per- Per- Number Per- Per- Number Per- Per-
of centage centage of centage centage of centage centage 
~1I1L i t:>t""'h:: iSub;ects Subjects 
102 I 25.31 76.1 51 21.07 50 31.85 
80 ' 19.85 6.8 49 20.25 30 19.11 
110 27.30 13.2 62 25.62 46 29.30 
94 23.33 3.3 63 26.03 f 31 19.75 17 4.22 17 7.02 I - - '~ "--'.'."--- .,-- , 48 11.91 34.3 31 12.81 35.6 16 10.19 30.8 
37 9.18 11.5 21 8.68 10.0 I 16 10.19 15.4 
212 52.61 19.7 130 53.72 21.0 i 82 52.23 I 16.2 
1 
, ! 
16 3.97 15.1 ! 7 2.89 13.0 r 8 5.10 20.4 
37 9.18 
, 
0.8 17 7.02 0.7 I 20 12.74 0.8 i 
; ) 
! ! , 
38 9.43 16.8 i 21 8.68 17.9 15 9.55 , 14.1 
15 3.72 , 15 6.20 J , . __ ... _---_ .. -+----_ .... -._--_ .. _... . ... . . - --_ .... _. , ... 
107 26.55 I 59 24.38 , 48 30.57 
9 2.23 i 8 3.31 , 1 0.64 , 
, 
252 62.53 149 61.57 102 64.97 ~ 
20 4.96 11 4.55 6 3.82 ! 
15 3.72 15 
.. 
6~20 
116 28.78 80 33.06 36 22.93 
81 20.10 51 21.07 30 19.11 
51 12.66 23 9.50 25 15.92 
35 
1 
8.68 14 5.79 20 12.74 
21 5.21 8 3.31 13 8.28 
8 1.99 3 1.24 5 3.18 
4 0.99 2 0.83 2 1.27 
7 1.74 2 0.83 5 3.18 
5 1.24 2 0.83 3 1.91 
75 18.61 57 23.55 18 11.46 
---
TABLE 3 
Characteristics of Subjects Studied Sample Studied Czecho- Sample Studied Czech Sample Studied ~ Slovak 
slovakia Czechs Socialist Slovaks Isocialist 
Republic ~epubliC Number Per- Per- Number Per- Per- ""r--0 ' -Number Per- Per-
of centage centage of centage centage of centage centage 
Subjects Subjects Subjects 
10. Spouse's 10.1. same 261 I 64.76 I 156 64.46 103 ! 65.61 , 
mother 10.2. other 9 I 2.23 3 \ 1.24 4 i 2.55 I ! 
tongue not applicable 133 33.00 83 34.30 50 i 31.85 
r--" - --. (or not given) j 11. Number of 11.1. 1 69 17.12 45 18.60 24 15.29 
children 11.2. 2 100 24.81 59 I 24.38 40 25.48 11.3. 3 43 10.67 24 , 9.92 17 10.83 , 
11.4. 4 16 3.97 4 : 1.65 12 7.64 
11.5. 5 4 0.99 3 1.24 1 0.64 : 
11.6. 6 4 0.99 1 0.41 2 1.27 
11. 7. 7 , 
11.8. 8 1 0.25 1 0.41 i 
none (9r l!ot given) 166 41.19 105 43.39 l~-~··--·-t· - ~~:~S .. ,- .. - ~ .. ---_ ... "-"'. '" - .-- - .. 12. Father's 12.1. same 363 90.07 213 88.02 
mother 12.2. other 13 3.23 6 2.48 5 I 3.18 I 
tongue not given 27 6.70 23 9.50 4 I 2.55 
~ .• ---.--. .... . .. . 371 
_." -... .. " .. _-_.---,. _- . .-
--j-- 92 ~95i ' 13. Mother's 13.1. same 92.06 222 91.74 146 
mother 13.2. other 14 3.47 4 1.65 9 5.73 i 
tongue not given 18 4.47 . 16 6.61 2 1.27 
3.1. The sample for which responses were obtained consisted of 
403 subjects, of whom 399 listed their mother tongue as Czech or 
Slovak. Considering the delicate political atmosphere prevailing 
in the country at the time of my research, special effort was made 
to select subjects sine ira et studio, even though the questionnaire 
was scrupulously apolitical. Because the amount of time available 
for the study was limited, it was not possible to secure a sample 
which conformed exactly to the characteristics of the country's 
adult population: it is thus a nonprobability sample. The extent 
of its bias may be seen from Tables 1 through 3. 18 
The sample fares best with respect to sex, where it nearly 
matches the actual proportions. In the category of age, the sample 
favors the l8-to-24 and 25-to-39 ranges, approximates the 40-to-59 
range, and underrepresents the sixty-year-old and older by about one 
half. For the Czechs, the sample draws primarily on Bohemia at the 
expense of Moravia. Concerning the educational background of the 
subjects, those with an education going beyond the basic required 
course of study are heavily favored, though not quite as much in the 
Czech Socialist Republic as it appears from the figures for Czecho-
slovakia as a whole, since these figures reflect the significantly 
lower educational background of the older population in the Slovak 
Socialist Republic. The bias of the sample in the category of pres-
ent occupation is by far not as pronounced as the figures would seem 
to indicate. Not only are some of the categories for which figures 
were available insufficiently discriminating (in particular, cate-
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gories 7.1-7.3), but the tendency of many to seek white-collar em-
ployment, and for others to be classified as "workers" by virtue of 
their assigned jobs, makes the categories much less meaningful than 
one would expect. The sample on which this study is based may thus 
be defined as best representing the white-collar population with 
well-above-average education between the ages of 18 and about fifty 
(that is, those born or brought up between the end of World War I 
and the early fifties). 
One caution cannot be overemphasized: the results given below 
must not be taken as a gratuitous attempt to offer an overall char-
acterization of the Czech and the Slovak peoples. The analysis im-
plies no other claims than those justified by the size and bias of 
the sample; accordingly, the terms "Czech(s)" and "Slovak(s)" must 
be considered in that context. 
3.2. In Table 4, the first set of five columns gives the re-
sponse frequencies (in percentages) for the Czechs (C) and Slovaks 
(S) to the thirty-four items of the schedule (small discrepancies 
in the percentage totals reflect the fact that occasionally a sub-
ject did not check every scale). From left to right, the five 
columns correspond to the five spaces of each scale. The second 
set of five columns, similarly arranged, ranks the values of the 
response frequencies. The index of dissimilarity is given in the 
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OUr first task will be to identify the extent to which the re-
sponses to the value orientations here tested are similar (or dif-
ferent) when Czechs and Slovaks are compared. The parameters set 
up for this purpose are four: identities, likenesses, similarities, 
and resemblances. 
Identities in value orientations between the Czechs and Slovaks 
with respect to individual items of the schedule are defined, in the 
context of this study, as those instances in which the rank orders 
of response frequencies for both Czechs and Slovaks coincide. 
Likenesses in value orientations between the Czechs and Slovaks 
with respect to individual items of the schedule are defined as those 
instances--other than identities--in which no less than four fifths 
(80 percent) of all responses for both Czechs and Slovaks extend 
over coincident rank assignments. 
Similarities in value orientations between the Czechs and Slo-
vaks with respect to individual items of the schedule are defined 
as those instances--other than identities or likenesses--in which 
no less than 65 percent of all responses for both Czechs and Slo-
vaks extend over coincident rank assignments. 
Resemblances in value orientations between the Czechs and Slo-
vaks with respect to individual items of the schedule are defined 
as those instances--other than identities, likenesses, or similari-
ties--in which no less than 50 percent of all responses for both 
Czechs and Slovaks extend over coincident rank assignments. 
Accordingly, we establish three identities: for Item 11 
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(collaterality as against individualism), Item 21 (present as against 
future), and Item 23 (discipline imposed from within as against dis-
cipline imposed from without); four likenesses: for Item 3 (doing as 
against being), Item 5 (past as against present), Item 17 (a prag-
matic as against a theoretical approach to solving problems), and 
Item 28 (containing emotions as against expressing them); four simi-
larities: for Item 6 (individualism as against lineality in the con-
text of an interest group), Item 18 (being as against being-in-becom-
ing), Item 27 (setting a good example as against well-meaning criti-
cism) , and Item 34 (tense as against relaxed life-style); arid ten 
resemblances: for Item 1 (past as against future), Item 2 (subject 
to nature as against mastering nature), Item 8 (proper place for a 
woman in the society), Item 10 (nationalistic as against supra-
national outlook), Item 13 (in harmony with nature as against master-
ing nature), Item 14 (cleanliness as an intrinsic ethical value as 
against an extrinsic one), Item 15 (criticism as against praise in 
rearing children), Item 19 (human nature basically good as against 
basically evil), Item 22 (subject to nature as against in harmony 
with nature), and Item 29 (sources of differences in social status). 
We next examine Table 4 for sharply contrasting responses. In 
the context of this study, contrarieties in value orientations be-
tween Czechs and Slovaks are defined as those instances in which the 
rank order assignments for Czechs and Slovaks in the first and also 
in the last column are 3 or 4 degrees apart, and the corresponding 
responses total at least 50 percent both for Czechs and for Slovaks. 
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Responses to Item 32 (whether human nature is viewed with trust or 
with suspicion) come closest to this requirement: they satisfy the 
first but not the second condition (42.98 percent of the Czechs and 
42.04 percent of the Slovaks). Within the scope of this study and 
in terms of the definition, no contrarieties have been established. 
It will be noted that the index of dissimilarity correlates 
only partially with the parameters established and discussed above. 20 
This is to be expected inasmuch as this index is not designed to 
take into account the extent to which changed responses would have 
to be redistributed over the scale to achieve identity. Thus, while 
the index serves the useful function of providing a raw measure of 
the differences in value orientations between the Czechs and the 
Slovaks, it is not sufficiently discriminating for our purposes.2l 
3.3. Value orientation profiles of this section are based on 
Table 4. Response frequencies for Columns 1 through 5 are repre-
sented in simple percentage bar charts, the arrangement of both the 
columns and the bars corresponding to the five-step scale of Ques-
tionnaire B (Column or Bar 1 extreme left space of the question-
naire scale, Column or Bar 5 = extreme right space of the ques-
tionnaire scale, etc.). Column or Bar 3 denotes disagreement or 
ambivalence. 
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Item 1: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) distinctly 
favor orientation toward the future rather than toward the past, as 
shown in the value orientation profiles below. <Compare also Item 12 
which is designed to elicit responses to a like set of propositions.) 
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Item 2: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) tend toward 
aspiring to control nature rather than toward subjection to nature 
to the extent shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 3: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) regard orienta-
tion toward doing as overwhelmingly preferable to orientation toward 
being, as shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 4: In the context of a kin group, the Slovaks (S) tend 
more decidedly than the Czechs (C) toward lineality rather than in-
dividualism, as shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
(For a contrast in the context of an interest group, see Item 6.) 
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Item 5: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) regard orienta-
tion toward the present as overwhelmingly preferable to orientation 
toward the past, as shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 6: In the context of an interest group, the Czechs (C) 
and the Slovaks (S) tend toward individualism rather than toward 
lineality, as shown in the value orientation profiles below. (Por 
a contrast in the context of a kin group, see Item 4.) 
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Item 7: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, the 
Czechs (C) appear undecided as to their preference between an orderly 
approach and a spontaneous, creative approach to doing things, while 
the Slovaks (S) tend to favor the latter approach. (Compare also 
Item 20 which is designed to elicit responses to a like set of 
propositions.) 
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Item 8: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) prefer for 
women to be in the home rather than at work beside the man, as 
shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 9: The Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) differ as to whether, 
in rearing children, value should be placed on sustained parental 
authority (preferred by the Slovaks) or on the children's indeppnd-
ence of spirit (preferred by the Czechs). The extent of the differ-
ence in their views is shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 10: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) consider their obligation 
toward humanity as decidedly more import ant than a narrowly na -
tionali stic commitment. 
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Item 11: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) regard orien-
tation toward collaterality as decidedly preferable to orientation 
toward individualism, as shown in the value orientation profiles 
below. 
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Item 12: The Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) distinctly favor 
orientation toward the future rather than toward the past, as shown 
in the value orientation profiles below. (Compare also Item 1 which 
is designed to elicit responses to a like set of propositions.) 
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Item 13: To the extent shown in the value orientation profiles 
below, both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) tend toward attempt-
ing to master nature rather than toward being in harmony with nature. 
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Item 14: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, both 
the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) are definite in considering clean-
liness and neatness to be intrinsic ethical values. 
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Item 15: In rearing children, both the Czechs (C) and the Slo-
vaks (S) place much greater empnas i s on criticism than on pr aise , 
as shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 16: As shown in the va~ue orientation profiles below, the 
Czechs (C) lean decidedly toward lineality rather than collaterali-
ty, while the Slovaks (S) show an opposite tendency. 
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Item 17: Both the Czechs" (C) and the Slovaks (S) prefer, to 
the same over whelming ext ent, a theoretica l (menta lis tic) approach 
to solving pr obl ems r a t her than a pragmatic (pr actica l, mechanis t i c ) 
approach, as s hown in the v a lue orientat ion prof iles below. 
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It_In 18: 'As shown in thevalueorientationprofl1es below, 
both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) are clearly o~iented toward 
being-in-b~coming rather than toward being. 
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Item 19: : As shown in the value ori,~ntation profiles below" the 
Czechs (C) are about equally split in their judgment as to. whetqer 
human nature is basically good or evil, while the Slovaks (S) tend 
to view it as good, though by only a small margin. 
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Item 20: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, the 
. ! 
Czechs (C) appear undecided as to their preference between an order-
ly approach and a spontaneous, creative approach to doing things, 
while the Slovaks (S) tend to favor the f ormer approach. (Compare 
also Item 7 which is designed to elicit responses to a like set of 
propositions,. ) , 
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Item 21: To the extent shown in the value orientation profiles 
below, the Czechs (C) and the Slov~s (S) moderately favor orienta-
tion toward the future rather than toward the present. 
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Item 22: Both the Czechs (C) and .the Slovaks (S) distinctly 
favor being in harmony with nature over being subject to nature, 
as shown in the value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 23: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) distinctly 
prefer discipline imposed from within to acceptable discipline im-
posed from without,as shown in the value orientation profiles be-
low. 
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Item 24: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
the Czechs (C) appear undecided between a being-in-becoming orien-
tation and a doing orientation, while the Slovaks (S) clearly 
favor the doing orientation. 
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Item 25: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) heavily favor an idealistic 
outlook on life as opposed to a materialistic one. 
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Item 26: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) tend toward belief in abso-
l ute ethical values rather than toward acceptance of so-called 
situational ethics. 
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Item 27 : As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
both the Czechs (C) and, to a lesser degree, the Slovaks (S) prefer 
not to be criticized, even if the criticism is \vell meant. 
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Item 28 : In a crisis situation, both the Czechs · (C) and the 
Slovaks ·(S) decidedJy favor the containment of emotions over the 
expression of emotions, as shown in the value orientation profiles 
below. 
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Item 29: Both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) appear unde-
cided as to whether differences in social status can be attributed 
t o educational background or to innate capability, as shown in the 
value orientation profiles below. 
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Item 30: As .shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) appear undecided as to 
, . . 
whether in a crisis situation--provided their parents are no longer 
living--they should turn for help to' relatives of the same genera-
tion or to close friends. 
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Item 31: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, the 
Czechs (C) more decidedly than the Slovaks (S) consider generosity 
t o be a more highly valued per sonality trait than thriftiness . 
Percent C-31 Percent 5-31 
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Item 32: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
the SJ.ovaks (S) are undecided as to whether to view human nature 
with trust or with suspicion, while the Czechs (C ) displ ay a cautious 
optimism in the matter. 
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Item 33: To the extent shown in the value orientation profiles 
below, traditional religious belief predominates over a materialis-
tic (scientific) outlook among both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks 
(S) • 
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Item 34: As shown in the value orientation profiles below, 
both the Czechs (C) and the Slovaks (S) evidence a strong belief 
that a relaxed life-style can be cultivated and that the tense 
life-style increasingly found in modern societies need not be ac-
cepted. 
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3.4. There are a number of instances of diffused value orien-
tations. In the context of this study, value orientation scatter 
with respect to individual items of the schedule occurs whenever 
the response frequency for Column 3 is greater than 13 percent and 
the sum of response frequencies for Columns 2 through 4 exceeds 
51 percent. 
For the Czechs, value orientation scatter is found with re-
spect to Items 4, 7, 13, 19, 20, 26, 29, 30, and 32. 
For the Slovaks, value orientation scatter occurs with respect 
to Items 7, 19, 26, 27, 29, 30, and 32. 
The agreement is rather striking, extending for both the 
Czechs and the Slovaks to Items 7, 19, 26, 29, 30, and 32. 
Thus, as a whole, both the Czechs and the Slovaks of our sam-
ple do not show clear preference when choosing between an orderly 
and a spontaneous approach to doing things; are undecided as to 
whether humans are fundamentally good and hence worthy of trust, 
or evil and therefore suspect; vacillate between commitment to ab-
solute ethical standards, and moral decisions reached ad hoc; are 
uncertain concerning the sources of differences in social status; 
and in a crisis situation seem just as prone to seek help from close 
friends as from relatives. In addition, the Czechs, in the context 
of a kin group, balance deference to an older generation with de-
cisions made independently or in self-interest, and they tend to 
think of nature both as a partner and as a force to be conquered. 
For the Slovaks, criticism appears to hold a great deal of embar-
rassment, yet it also serves as an important key to improvement. 
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3.5. There are also some instances in which high values for 
response . frequencies obtain at both extremes of a scale (i.e., in 
Columns 1 and 5). In the context of this study , bipolarity in value 
orientations with respect to individual items of the schedule occurs 
whenever the response frequency for both Column 1 and Column 5 eX-
ceeds 25 percent • . 
For the Czechs, bipolarity in value orientations is found with 
respect to Item 24; for the Slovaks, with respect to Items 2, 6, 13, 
and 31-
Thus, the Czechs as a whole are sharply divided between the 
being-in-becoming orientation and the doing orientation. This bi-
polarity is neatly confirmed by the responses to Item 3 (orientation 
toward doing is heavily favored over orientation t01rlard being) and 
Item 18 (orientation toward bein9:-in-becoming is heavily favored 
over orientation toward being). 
The Slovaks as ·a whole are sharply divided when contemplating 
their · relationships, with nature or with other members of an inter-
est group, as well as when deciding whether generOsity or thrifti-
ness is the more desirable personal attribute. 
3.6. In this secti.on, the available data on value orientations 
among the Czechs will be examined according to sex and age (18-24, 
25-39, 40-59, 60 and above). (Overall value orientation profiles 
for the Czechs are found in Section 3.3.) 
Item 1: Young Czechs, both males and females, tend to favor 
orientation toward the future (rather than toward the past) more than 
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do their elders. Thus, in Column 5, 60.53 percent of males between 
25 and 39 compare with 41.67 percent of those 60 and above. Por fe-
males, the corresponding figures are even farther apart: 77.0S per-
cent of those between 25 and 39 but only 30.77 percent of those 60 
and above distinctly favor orientation toward the future. 
Item 2: While younger Czechs tend toward aspiring to control 
nature (in Columns 4 and 5 taken together, Sl.5S percent of males 
and 64.5S percent of females between 25 and 39), older Czechs are 
r e ady to accept subjection to nature (in Column 1, 41.67 percent 
of males and 69.23 percent of females 60 and above). 
Item 3: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
Item 4: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
Item 5: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
Item 6: Individualism is most strongly represented among male 
Czechs between 25 and 39 (71.06 percent for Columns 1 and 2) and 
female Czechs between 40 and 59 (65.72 percent for Columns 1 and 2), 
linea1ity among Czechs 60 and above (in Column 5, 41.67 percent for 
males and 76.92 percent for females). 
Item 7: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
Item S: Male Czechs 25 and above and female Czechs 40 and 
above decidedly prefer women to be in the home rather than at work 
beside the man; female Czechs between IS and 39 are about evenly 
split in their preference. 
Item 9: Czechs 60 and above tend to stress sustained parental 
authority in rearing children; younger Czechs place greater value 
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on the children's independence of spirit; female Czechs between 18 
and 24 are about evenly split in their preference. 
Item 10: Among male Czechs obligation toward humanity increases 
with age (from 47.37 percent for those between 18 and 24 to 75 per-
cent for those 60 and above in Column 5). Among female Czechs, the 
humanistic bias is stronger in those below 40. 
Item 11: Czechs 60 and above show strongest collateral (as 
against individualistic) orientation. 
Item 12: No significant differences with respect to sex and 
age. 
Item 13: Tendency toward attempting to master nature is strong-
est among male Czechs between 25 and 39 and female Czechs between 18 
and 24. Harmony with nature is more eagerly sought by those 60 and 
above. 
Item 14: No significant differences with respect to sex and 
age. 
Item 15: In rearing children, there is a somewhat lesser em-
phasis on criticism among female Czechs than among maJ.e Czechs. 
Item 16: Among both male and female Czechs preference toward 
lineality rather than collaterality increases with age. 
Item 17: No significant differences with respect to sex and 
age. 
Item 18: Female Czechs are somewhat less decidedly oriented 
toward being-in-becoming (rather than toward being) than are male 
Czechs. 
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Item 19: Among male Czechs between 18 and 24, 57.89 percent of 
responses fall in Column 3. There seems to be an increasing tenden-
cy with .age to view human nature as good. 
Item 20: Male Czechs and older female Czechs prefer an orderly 
approach to doing things, female Czechs between 18 and 39 tend toward 
creativeness and spontaneity. 
Item 21: Czechs of both sexes between 40 and 59 favor orienta-
tion toward the future (rather than toward the present) more strong-
ly than the other age groups. 
Item 22: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
Item 23: Among male Czechs, readiness to accept discipline im-
posed from without increases with age; this is not true of female 
Czechs who, particularly if they are older, favor discipline im-
posed from within. 
Item 24: Preference for a being-in-becorning (rather than a do-
ing) orientation increases with age among Czechs. 
Item 25: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
Item 26: Among male Czechs between 18 and 24, 57.89 percent of 
responses fall in Column 3. While belief in absolute ethical values 
(in preference to so-called situational ethics) increases with age, 
substantial numbers of subjects of both sexes and of all age groups 
are undecided. 
Item 27: Among both male and female Czechs, the dislike of 
criticism--even if well meant--increases with age. 
Item 28: No significant differences with respect to sex and age. 
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Item 29: Innate capability is thought by Czechs 60 and above to 
be more crucial than educational background in determining social 
status. 
Item 30: In a crisis situation,female Czechs between 18 
and 39 prefer to turn for help--provided their parents are no longer 
living--to close friends, those 40 and above to relatives of the 
same generation. Both young and old male Czechs in the same circum-
stances overwhelmingly prefer relatives of the same generation. Male 
Czechs between 25 and 59 are undecided. 
Item 31: With increasing age, Czechs of both sexes tend to 
favor generosity less decidedly and to lean toward thriftiness as 
a valued personality trait. 
Item 32: No significant differences with respect to sex and 
age. 
Item 33: Among fem~le Czechs, traditional r~ligious belief in-
creases with 'age at the expense of a materialistic (scientific) out-
look (figures for Column 1 'are: 18-24, 21.21 percent; 25-39, 22.92 
percent; 40-59, ;57~14 percent; and 60 and above, 84.62 percent). 
Among male Czechs, those between 18 and 24 and those 60 and above 
,. 
are less materialistically inclined than the two age groups in be-
tween. A fairly high percentage of those between 25 and 39 are un-
decided (28.95 percent). 
Item 34: No significant differences with respect to sex and 
age. 
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3.7. In Section 3.4, value orientation scatter was defined and 
found to be present for the Czechs in Items 4, 7, 13, 19, 20, 26, 29, 
30, and 32, and for the Slovaks in Items 7, 19, 26, 27, 29, 30, and 
32. In section 3.5, bipolarity in value orientations was defined 
and found to be present for the Czechs in Item 24 and for the Slo-
vaks in Items 2, 6, 13, and 31. The mean value of all response fre-
quencies for Column 3 (disagreement with either of the two statements 
of <,m item or a feeling of ambivalence) is 13.92 percent for the 
Czechs and 15.72 percent for the Slovaks. l.\Thile one would \vish to 
compare these figures with comparable figures from other cultures--
which at present are not available--it is my tentative impression 
that the data indicate an ambivalence with respect to values. If 
this is so, one would no doubt look for causes of this ambivalence 
in the various socioeconomic and political changes which have en-
veloped Czechoslovakia since the fateful year of 1938. 
Another noteworthy observation concerns the comparison of the 
Czechs and the Slovaks which heretofore has been subject to differ-
ent impressionistic and intuitive judgments. In Section 3.2, iden-
tities, likenesses, similarities, and resemblances were defined and 
found to number three, four, four, and ten respectively. The mean 
value of the indices of dissimilarity for Items 1 through 34 is 
11.86, indicating that only 11.86 percent of both Czechs and Slo-
vaks would have to change their responses to achieve identity. No 
contrarieties (also defined in 3.2) have been established. Compari-
son of the Czechs and the Slovaks has thus been put on a more empirical 
basis and the two peoples found remarkably close in their respective 
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OOTAZN!K B 
l1celem tohoto dotazn!ku je zjistitt, jak se rUzn! lid~ d!vaj! na 
lidskou povahu, vztahy clove'ka k pr!rode, k jin§m lidem, na to, jak se 
clovek chova k svet-u kolem sebe, na jeho MZOry na vYchovu. det! a na 
j in~ podobn~ zilladn! ou!zky. 
K tomu ucelu se Mle uvad! rada tvrzen! usporl!danYch do dvoj ic ; 
mezi obema cleny kazd~ dvojice je petistupnova stupnice. 
Pr~ce se stupnicemi. 
Jestlize uplne sOuhlas!te s tvrzen!m bu~ na lev~ nebo na prav~ 
strane, udel~te znamen! takto: 
tvrzen! X. :_:_:_:_ tvrzen! 
nebo 
tvrzen! _: __ : __ : __ :)( tvrzen! 
Jestlize sice nesouhlas!te uplne, ale klon!te se vIce k tvrzen! na 
lev~ strane nez k tvrzen! na prav~ ci naopak, ud~'li!te znamen! takto: 
tvrzen! _:~: __ :_: __ tvrzen! 
nebo 
tvrzen! _: __ :_:~: __ tvrzen! 
Jestlize nesouhlas!te ani s jedn!m z obou tvrzen! anebo jestlize sou-
hlas!te s obema a nev!te, kter~u byste mel Mt prednost, ude~te zna-
men! na prostredn! useCku: 
tvrzen! _: __ :'1 __: __ : __ tvrzen! 
DOLE~ITlt UPOzoRmrNf: 
1. D€lejte znamen! doprostred usecek, ne mezi ne: 
takto: ne takto: 
tvrzen! ~: 'i: __ : Y , tvrzen! 
2. Vyj~dTete znamen!m sv~ hodnocen! kazd~ dvojice tvrzen!--nic 
nevynechte. 
3. Na kazdou stupnici se odpov!ru! jen jedn!m znamenfm. 
PTi hodnocen! neodb!hejte k predeslYm ani k Msleduj!c!m dvojicfm. 
Nerozpom!nejte se, jak jste oznacili podobn~ stupnice dT!ve. Stupnici 
kazd~ dvojice ;aSUd~e peclive zvlist~ nezl!visle na ostatn!ch. Je dUle-
~it~, abyste u d~i sv~ vlastn! rozhodnut! a ne rozhodnut! svYch prl!-
tel nebo to, kter~ povatuje za sprl!vnJ n:kdo jinY. 
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a. Nejlepsi zpusob jak vyuzit voln~o casu 
je precist si nejakY casopis nebo do-
brou kniZku anebo d!vat se na televizi. 
b. Nejvhodnejsi jidla jsou ta, kter~ maji 
jemnou, ne ostrou chut' • 
c. Vyplno~ni dotazn!kU je obycejne ztrata 
casu; zjist! se jimi jen 0 malo vic nez 
to, co se uz davno vi. 
P~!KLADY 
Nejlepsi zp{lsob jak vyuzit voln~o casu je 
_:_: __ :_:_ provozovat aktivne nejakY sport. 
Nejvhodnejs! j :!dla jsou por~dne okorenena, 
: : : : s ostrou chuti. 
-------
Mineni nejak~ skupiny lid! lze nejl~pe 
: : : : zjistit tak, ze se jej!m spr~vne vybranYm 
- -- -- - - predstavitelUm predlozi dobre zvolen~ 0-
t~zky; ovsem musi na ne odpovedet peclive 
a promyslene. 
1. Zvyklosti zdeden~ z minulosti se za dlouh~ Porad a ve vsem bychom me1i hledat nov~ a 
l~ta dobre osvedcily; jejich zachova~ni :::: leps! zpusoby jak co delat a nespokojovat 
da~ pocit trvalosti lidsk~ existence. - - -- -- -- se s temi zpusoby, na kter~ jsme si zvykli. 
2. Lid~ nikdy nedovedli ovladat d~st' , v:!tr, 
povodne a jin~ prirodni jevy a pravdepo-
dobne to nikdy nebudou umet. Je treba si 
zvyknout prijimat to, co prijde, a chovat 
se pri tom tak, jak nejl~pe dovedeme. 
Jednou bude clovek umet ovladat pocasi a 
: : : : j in~ prirodni j evy. Az k tomu lid~ budou 
- -- -- -- - mit prostredky, jiste budou moci zabranit 
pohrom&n, jako jsou sucha a povodne. 
3. V zivote je velmi dUlezit~ neco doMzat, Je lepe vyuzivat casu k prem;Ysleni a k uzi-
pracovat a dockat se vYs1edk.U sv~o snazen!.: : : : ~ni zivota nez k tomu, abychom si vyt:yco-
- - -- - - va1i s U1e nov~ a nov~ clle. 
4. Obycejne se predpokMM, ze kazM rodina 
(tj. muz, zena a deti, kter~ dosud nemaj! 
vlastn! rodinu) si hledi svYch vlastnich 
z~lezitosti a nestar~ se 0 ty pribuzn~, 
kteri nepatri k tomuto rodinn~mu kruhu. 
Od mlaaych manzelu se obycejne oceMva, ze 
: : : : se pred dUlezi t1mi rozhodnut!mi porad! se 
- - -- - - sv1mi rodici, pokud jsou jeste nazivu. 
CD 
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5. Deti by nemely cekat, ze se budou mit lepe : : : : Deti by mely zn~t z minulosti to, co je 
nez se meli jejich rodice. NejIepe udelaj!,-- -- -- -- -- uziteene i pro dnesek, ale mus! se naueit 
v ~v., t ' v v k vv, . VV ,~ ,.,.,_ kdyz se sm~rl s lm, ze vsec 0 pobezl beze 1 necemu novemu, aby mohly dos~nnout 
zmeny tak jako v minulosti. uspechu v dnesn!m svete. 
6. Kdyz neja~ skupina lid! rna poslat na neja- : : : : Kdyz nejak~ skupina lid! rna poslat na ne-
ke jedn~n! sveho z~stupce, pak nejleps! zpfl:- - --- - --- jake jedMn! svtTho z~stupce, meli by ho 
sob jak ho vybrat je ten, ze prodiskutuj! vybrat stars!, zkusen! vddci skupiny, kte-
sve problemy, navrhnou lidi ze sVebo stredu, r! mohou nejlepe rozhodnout, koho vyslat. 
hlasuj! 0 nich a nakonec vyslou toho, kdo 
dostane nejv!c hlasu. 
7. Pravidla a rady jsou uzitecne, protoze u-
moznuj! hladke vyrizo~n! z~lezitost! a 
,:n~<! v .., v t vI v. hla~ chod vec~. Krome oho c oveku, 
kteri se jimi rid!, Mvaj! pocit, ze 
postupuje spr~vn1m smerem, a uspokojenl. 
8. I kdyz nekdy za zvl~stn!ch okolnost! je 
treba, aby zena sla do zamestru!n! a tak 
pomohla zvYsit zivotn! ~roven sve rodiny, 
prave :nUsto zeny je dom, pri vYchove 
det! a pri udrzo~n! spo~dane domacnosti. 
9. Jednou z povinnost! rodicu je drzet deti 
v patricnYch mez!ch; jinak by deti brzy 
zneuzily situace a delaly by si, co by 
chtely. 
: : : : Pravidla a r~dy cIoveJru. br~n! v tom, aby 
--- - --- - --- jednal twrc!m zpusobem a aby uplatnil 
sve schopnosti. Proto prin~sej! sp!se 
zkl~n! nez uspokojen!. 
: : : : M!sto zeny v dnesn! spolecnosti je po boku 
--- - --- - --- muze--v prUmysIu, obchode, zemedelstv! a 
v jinYch povol~n!ch; vYj:i.mk.ou je ovSem ob-
dob! kolem narozen! d!tete. 
: : : : Vsechny deti se nekdy bour! proti autori te 
--- --- --- --- --- rodicu. Nemeli bychom se t!m vzrusovat, 
protoze t!mto zpusobem mlad! lide z!skR-
vaj! dusevn! nez~vislost. 
lO.Podobne jako jednotlivci daj! se nekdy i . :::: Prvn! povinnost cloveka je lidskost; po-
cele ru!rody spatnou cestou. t'lovek by vsak --- --- --- --- --- vinnost wei vlasti je teprve na druh~m 
mel svou vIas t plne podporova t i v takov~ nUs te . 
VI v pr~pade • 
co 
1.0 
11. Jestlize chceme zasahnout do situace, kte- : : : : Kdyz nekdo chce pro nejakY svUj p~n z!skat 
rl! se t§kl! ru!s i nasich sousedu, je nej- - - -- -- -- podporu skupiny liM, casto ho to stoj! 
ll!pe predem se s nimi dohodnout. velmi mnoho casu a prinese nru to mnoho ob-
t!z!; proto je ll!pe pokusit se jednat nej-
~!ve na vlastn! pest. 
12. Kdyz deti nemaj! '!etu k minulosti a ke :::: neti by mely byt vedeny k tomu, aby hleda1y 
zvyklostem svYch rodicu, je to se svetem - - -- -- - novl! a leps! zpusoby jak co delate Nemely by 
zll!. se spokojovat se starYmi zpUsoby. 
13. V rostlinn~ vYrobe je nejl~pe, kdyz zeme- : : : : Zemedelee by mel vyuz!t vsech vedecktch 
delee plne vyuz!w m!stn!ch zkusenost! - - - - - metod, 0 kterYch se mUze dozvedet. Pale 
s pocas!m a pudou; tak mu k z!s~n! dobr' by mel nadeji, ze predejde pUsoben! ne-
l!rody napo~~ pr!roda. pr!znivYch pr!rodn!eh podm!nek. 
14. ~istota a por~dek jsou naprosto nezbytn~ :::: To, zda c10veK zije nebo nezije IIspmvne", 
pro toho, kdo ehce zit IIsprt!vne". - - - - - souvis! jen nuUo anebo Vlloee nesouvis! 
s cistotou a po~dkem. 
15. Kdo vychoww deti, mus! je upozornovat :::: Pri vYchove pMob! na deti nej1~pe, kdyz 
na vsechny jejieh nedostatky', aby si na - - - - - je ehWl!me pri kazd~ pr!leZ'itosti; kL!rat 
ne mohly d!!vat pozor. Chw10u bychom je asi se maj!, jen kdyz to je naprosto nezbytn~. 
vyehovali k tomu, ze by byly samy se se-
bou spokojen~ a nesnazily by se zdokona-
lovat, 
16. PrUmyslovY podnik beZ'! dobre tenkr~t, 
kdyz je r!zen cloveKem, jehoz si vsiehni 
wz! pro jeho dlouho1etl! zkusenosti. 
17. Kdyz se ocitneme pred nejakYm nezndmYm 
probl~mem, je nejl~pe pus tit se do neho 
okamzite a zvo1enY postup zmenit teprve 
pozdeji, jestlize se ukl!ze, ze je to 
nutnl!. 
o ._e . ""! v .# v : : : : PrfuJwslov,y podnik bez dobre tenkr~t, kdyz 
- - - - - se vsichni ti, kdo maj! v podniku swj 
vk.lad, pOd!lej! rovnoprl!vne na vsech dU-
lezit,1ch rozhodnut!ch. 
: : : : Kdyz se oei tneme pred nejakYm nezru!m.1m 
- - - - - probl~mem~ je rozumn~ nej~!ve uwzit, 
kterl! z nekolika moznYch resen! je nej-
vhodnejs!. 
:8 1[' . Protoze ,je v dnesn:!m svete tak malo vecl NejdUlezi tejsl v zivote je to, aby se 
jistYch, mel by elovek nejvlce dbl!t na t o, : : : : elovek neusM1e rozvl jel. 0 to bychom se 
aby plne ~Jchutnal kazdou minu ~u svChc -- -- -- -- -- meli snazi t ze vsech si1, a to i za cenu, 
zi vota • ze se t :!m priprav:!me 0 nelder~ okaroZi t~ 
pozitky . 
19. Lid~ na celem svete jsou v podstate dobrl. 
Kdyby vsichni meli slusn~ zivotnl pod-
mlnky a dobre vzdell!nl, zavll!dl by vsucle 
trvaly mlr a bratrstvl. 
20 . V kazde nove Sl~uaCl Je treba nejdTlve 
zjistit prls1uS~ pravidla, aby se jimi 
e10vek mohl ridit. 
21. 
22. 
Ponevadz minulost se uz nevrl!t! a budouc-
nost je nejistl!, nejlepe je soustredit 
se na prltomnost. 
Vesm!r je pri1is slozity, a proto mu 
cv v v X v , 
nemuzeme dobre rozumet. ~lovek tedy mUSl 
prij!mat vseeko, co prijde. 
23. Mzne je zapotreb!, ale mela by byt 
dobrovo1~ a ne vynuce~. 
Dejiny nl!s uel, ze lidstvo nemUze doslfu-
: : : : nout trvaleho bratrstvl a blazenosti. 
-- - - -- -- Neko1ik malo jednotlivcu sice V'Jnikl! svou 
nesobeckost!, ale lidstvo jako celek je 
odsouzeno k zl!vistivosti a ~sil!. 
V nove situaci clovek muze byt rl!d, kdyz 
: : : : nevl, jake chovl!n! je za takovYeh okol-
-- - -- -- -- nost{ obvykle. Aspon si mUze zvolit ten 
zpusob jednl!n!, ktery se mu zdi nejvhod-
nejs!. 
Zmeny sice nekdy prim!sejl zhorsenl, ale 
: : : : obycejne pri~sejl ~pravu. Proto se rod 
----- v V. vv v 
elovek zamerit na budouenost, usilovne 
pracovat a vzdat se nekterych prljemn1ch 
veel, ktere by mohl m!t dnes, ve prospech 
lepsl budoucnosti. 
Vesm!r je v podstate usporl!danY a rld! se 
: : : : pr!rodnlmi zl!kony. ~lovek by se mel snazi t 
-- -- -- -- -- tyto zakony objevit, aby mohl s prlrodou 
spolupracovat. 
Kt!zne je zapotrebl a protoze vetsina lidl 
: : : : nerm! dost sebekl!zne, muSl jim kl!zen ukll!da.t 
-- - - -- - nekdo, kdo rod moc a je rozurnn:1. 
24. Dobr~ zamestnan! je takov~, kter~ cloveku : : : : Dobr~ zamestru!n! je takov~, kter~ je dobre 
poskytuje pr!lezitost k vsestrann~mu roz- -- -- -- -- -- placen~ a kter~ z~roven cloveku ~~ pr!-
vOji, i kdyz je treba m~ne placen~. lezitost upozornit na sv~ schopnosti a 
dos~hnou t rychl.Efuo pos tupu . 
25. v zivote je nejdUlezitejs! l~ska a du-
chovn! hodnoty. 
26. Hodnoulm, kter~ se v minulosti osvedcily 
a kter~ jsme zdediIi, milzeme duverovat. 
Proto bychom se meli predevs:fm starat 
o zacho~n! techto hodnot. 
27. ~lovek nerM zahanbova t sv~ blizn! t:fm, 
ze je kritizuje, ato ani tehdy, kdyz 
jim chce pomoci. Mnohem I~pe je pfu;obit 
na ne svYm prikladem. 
: : : : V zivote jsou opravdu dfllezit~ jen prak-
-- -- -- -- -- tick~ vYsIedky, rozumn~ uz!wn! moci a 
nashromzden! tolika majetku, aby si 
cIovek zajistil urcitY blahobyt. 
: : : : S metodami a zvyklostmi je to tezk~. 
-- -- -- -- -- Star~ jsou prekonan~, nov~ jsou vet-
sinou nevyzkousen~. Proto je rozumn~ 
soustredit se na to, co se zM nejvhodnej-
s! ~, a nestarat se 0 budoucnost. 
: : : - : Lid~ se obycejne snaz! 0 zlepsen! a r~di 
-- -- -- -- -- prijmou dobre minenou kritikll. 
28. V kritick~ situaci je nejI~pe nedat najevo : : : : V kritick~ sitllaci je dobr~ ulevit si 
sv~ osobni pocity (napr. vzruseni, hnev). -- -- -- -- -- t:fm, ze d1!me volnY pruchod svYm osobn:fm 
pocit&n (napr. vzruseni, hnevu). 
29. Vsichni Iid~ jsou v podstate stejn!. 
Rozdily v jejich spolecensk~m posta-
yen! jsou zp11sobeny predevsim rozdily 
ve vzdeMni. 
30. Kdyz se mladi manZel~ (jejichz rodice uz 
neziji) s nekolika ruetmi ocitnou v kri-
tick~ situaci, meli by se obr~tit 0 po-
moc k svYm sourozencfun nebo bIizkYm pri-
buznYm sv~ generace. 
: : : : Rozdily ve spolecensk~m postaven! vypIy-
,-- -- -- -- -- vaji predevS:Un z vrozenYch vlastnost!. 
: : : : Mlad! ma.nZeI~ (jejichz rodice uZ nezij!) 
-- -- -- -- -- s nekolika detmi by se v kritick~ situaci 
meli obr~tit 0 pomoc predevs:fm k svYm 
duvernYm pr~ telmn. 
31. "'_ . .1" v .I v, 0 Kdyz lua clovek opravdu zavazny duvod k 0-
slave nebo k tomu, aby projevil stedrost, 
melD by se mu prominout, jes t lize utrati 
vic, nez je primeren~. 
32. Upr!mnost je nakazlivt!. ~lovek se nej-
snadneji s lidmi sprt!tel! a s kazd1m 
dobre vyjde, kdyz je zcela otevrerr1 
a upr:!mnY. 
33. V!ra v boha a nibozensk~ vyzru!n! nejsou 
dnes 0 nic m~ne dlllezit~ nez v minu-
losti. 
34. Shon a tiha moderniho zivota jsou tak 
siln~, ze cloveka zac!naj! dokonce pri-
pravovat 0 odpocinek a 0 dusevn! vyrov-
nanost. Je nutno se s t:!m sm!rit. 
Za Z't!drr1ch okolnost! se nem clovek za-
: : : : dluzit t:!m, ze by utratil vic, nez je 
-- -- -- -- -- primeren~. 
Lide jsou v podstate zt!vistiv!, kazay 
: : : : hled! jen na svUj vlastn! prospech. Proto 
-- -- -- -- -- je nejl~pe, kdyz se nikomu nesverujeme 
se svYmi zt!lezitostmi. 
Ve vyspele spolecnosti s vedeck1,m nt!zorem 
: : : : na cloveka a vesm!r je v!ra v boha pover-
-- -- -- -- -- civost!. 
Nejleps! zpusob, jak si zachovat zdrav,1 
: : : : rozunl, je pestovat snws1 pro humor a nebrat 
-- -- -- -- -- veci prllis wzne. 
-- .. _- .... _-_ .. _ - . _  . .. ... __ . - - - --- - - - ------- - - --- - - -
Notes 
* The findings reported on in this paper are a partial outcome of 
a broader inquiry supported by a research grant (No.1 R03 MH 17345-01 
MSN) from the National Institute of Mental Health, Public Health Ser-
vice, u.S. Department of Health, Education, and 1tlelfare. In ad-
dition, the Research Computing Center of the University of Massa-
chusetts provided me with a grant to facilitate the processing of 
the data on which this report is based and a Faculty Research Grant 
of the University aided the preparation of the manuscript for publi-
cation. 
lAmong the pioneering modern attempts, adumbrating later studies, 
are, for example, Pitt-Rivers' characterization of the Australian 
aborigines (1927) and Mead's comparison of adolescent Samoan girls 
with their American counterparts (1928). Benedict's book Patterns 
of Culture has served ever since its appearance (1934) as a classical 
model for the configurational or holistic approach to the description 
of cultural character. 
An informative survey of several of the approaches listed here 
may be found in the recent work by Honigmann (1967); for a general 
evaluation of national character studies, see Mead (1953) and Hsu 
(1969) • 
2Aside from the stUdies by Kluckhohn (1956) and Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck (1961), referred to subsequently in Section 2.B.2. of this 
paper, the value-system approach is discussed in Albert (1956) and 
Ayoub (1968). 
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3 For an example of the second step, see Hoebel's treatment of 
Cheyenne culture (1960), and for a discussion of the postulational 
method, refer to Hsu (1969). 
4This quotation and all of the following quotations of the 
section appear in my translation. 
5The work referred to is Peroutka's BudovJn{ st~tu (4 volumes; 
Praha, 1933-1936), covering the years 1918 through 1921. 
60n the subject of Slovak feelings of inferiority, see Pola-
kovic (1940). 
7 , 
Jurovsky's study was based on his earlier article written in 
German and published under the name of Weiss-Nagel (1940). 
8 As the volume stands, the references to world view are limited 
to the following statements [my tranSlation] : 
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study of the world view of the Czech people is a very dif-
ficult task because it concerns a problem investigated by 
various scholarly disciplines. In ethnography, the concept 
of the world view has generally referred to the study of old, 
petrified, and tradition-bound superstitions, frequently sur-
viving through many centuries and, consequently, through sever-
al social orders. 
Ethnography has thus never concerned itself with the study 
of the historical dynamics of the world view of individual 
social strata or classes, but rather with an examination of a 
fixed complex of phenomena, which originated in the distant 
past and often managed to survive until the present in its 
specifically local or national form (p. 233). 
The world view of the [czech] people in the past was basical-
ly undifferentiated. The view of nature and family and social 
life was nearly identical even for the different classes or 
segments of the society •••• 
.. -- .- _._--_._------ --- --- ----------
During the period of feudalism, marked differences in the 
view of the society and its organization became evident, and 
certain segments of the society even acquired their own class 
goals. However, it appears from the available sources that 
features of the world view of the peasant and urban population 
remained virtually unchanged. 
Substantial changes did not arise until the beginning of 
capitalism (p. 255). 
9See also my recent review of this volume (Salzmann 1969). 
lOsome pretesting of the questionnaire was done with the help of 
several Czechs available on the campus of the University of Massachu-
setts during the spring of 1969. 
llsome of the added items were suggested by statements found in 
unpublished materials prepared by David Rodnick for the Human Relations 
Area Files (untitled and undated) concerning Czech patterns of living, 
assumptions about family life, social values, and so on. These ma-
terials were kindly made available to me by the author. 
12 . . I am indebted to staff members of the Institute for the Czech 
Language of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (Prague) and the 
Ethnographic Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences (Bratislava) 
for editing the Czech and Slovak translations of the instrument. Their 
many helpful comments improved and smoothed out the translated versions. 
13 Thus, for example, Items 8, 13, 16 and a few others presuppose 
a society in which material production has assumed industrial pro-
portions and the use of scientific methods in the cultivation of crops 
constitutes a practical option. 
l4In retrospect, the category of time orientation is necessarily 
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fraught with many different personal interpretations in a country 
such as Czechoslovakia, where the past is seen as multiply segmented 
(Austria-Hungary [-1918J, [First] Czechoslovak Republic [1918-1938J, 
[second] Czechoslovak Republic [1938-1939J, [German] Protectorate of 
Bohemia and Moravia and Slovak Republic [1939-1945J, [Thir~ Czecho-
slovak Republic [1945-194~, and Communist-run Czechoslovak Social-
ist [1960-J Republic [1948j , with the so-called era of Dub~ek d~r­
ing 1968), and both the present and future are clouded with uncer-
tainties. 
15 A check on the reliability of the instrument and also on the 
subjects' seriousness of performance has been built into the ques-
tionnaire by having two sets of propositions, Items 1 and 7, reappear 
later in the schedule in paraphrases as Items 12 and 20. 
With the exception of response frequencies of the Slovaks to 
Items 7 and 20, the correlations are gratifyingly high: 
Item No. Response Frequencies (Percentages) 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 C 4.13 I 4.55 : 13.22 16.12 59.50 
I 12 C 7.85 i 4.13 : 12.81 23.14 _ 50.83 
f-- - - -- -
1 S 17.20 5.10 ' 12.74 17.20 47.13 
12 S 18.47 6.37 j 15.29 17.83 42.04 
18.60 ! 23.97 
-~'" 
7 C 21.07 i 18.18 I 17.36 
20 C 22.73 25.21 13.64 19.42 : 18.60 
I 
r--- -- ---- .... , . " ' . r 
7 S 15.29 13.38 28.66 11.46 I 30.57 
20 S 36.31 ! 15.92 21.02 i 10.19 116.56 
I 
16Th b· . b . . t . e e~ng-~n- ecom~ng or~en at~on lays stress on activity 




l7These three points deal with the nature of man's relation to 
other men: lineality emphasizes biological or cultural relation-
ships defined by the relative age of individuals (e.g., child-parent 
or child-grandparent relationships); collaterality stresses later-
ally extended (e.g., siblinglike) relationships; and individualism 
rests on the relative autonomy of an individual's roles and goals. 
18The statistical data for Czechoslovakia as a whole and for 
the Czech Socialist Republic and the Slovak Socialist Republic are 
based on the 1967 figures for population above 18 years of age and 
on estimates for 1968. These data were kindly supplied to me by 
, I Y.' 'v,'" the Ustav pro vyzkum vereJneho mlnen1 CSAV in Prague. Less recent, 
but more detailed,data may be found in Srb (1967). 
19This index is computed by dividing by two the sum of the ab-
solute differences between the five respective response frequencies 
for the Czechs and the Slovaks. The index may range between 0 
(identity) and 100 (total dissimilarity); an index of 25, for exam-
pIe, denotes that 25 percent of both Czechs and Slovaks would have 
to change their responses to achieve identity. 
20 ThUS, to illustrate with extreme cases, an index of 4.50 has 
been computed for Item 17, which falls within the category of like-
nesses; an index of 3.37 for Item 34, which falls within the category 
of similarities; and an index of 4.10 for Item 29, which falls within 
the category of resemblances. 
21 Consider, for example, the following two hypothetical cases 
(A and B) of response frequencies distribution, both yielding an 
97 
index of dissimilarity of 15: 
15 25 35 25 0 
A: 
0 25 35 25 15 
55 20 15 5 5 
B: 
50 15 30 3 2 
22 Because the Czech and the Slovak languages are closely similar, 
only the Czech version of QUestionnaire B is reproduced here by way 
of example. 
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